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Jan Arnold is the Co-founder and Style Director of CND. Her father, Dr. Stuart Nordstrom, was the 
brilliant dentist and organic chemist whose discoveries launched the company in 1979. Her family 
built CND on a commitment to advancing the state of the industry through groundbreaking innovation 
and world-class education. 
 
Since the company’s inception, Jan has come to epitomize the many facets of CND. Her experience 
as a brand engineer has contributed to the company’s success as the global leader in professional 
nail products and services. Her vision for innovation, education and commitment to the Nail 
Professional has driven CND’s position in the market since its founding.  
 
Jan’s personal sense of style makes her the high-fashion face behind the brand. When asked about 
the secret to her success, she has attributed it to thinking “big” – big ideas, big impact and BIG 
passion! She is an inspiration to everyone around her.  
 
One need only look to Fashion Week to see Jan and CND’s many accomplishments. For more than 
23 years, CND’s top Education Ambassadors and Nail Professionals have adorned runway models’ 
fingertips and ignited trends during global Fashion Weeks, including New York, London and Paris. 
The company has collaborated with many of fashion’s most desirable designers, including The 
Blonds, Libertine, Alexander Wang, Louis Vuitton, Marc Jacobs and Carolina Herrera, just to name a 
few. As a result, nails have become the ultimate fashion accessory for women around the world, 
elevating Nail Professionals to an all-time high.  
 
Jan is founding Board Member of Beauty Changes Lives (BCL), a foundation committed to elevating, 
educating and exposing the richness of a career in professional beauty. She led an effort to raise 
scholarship donations for aspiring Nail Professionals though the creation of the BCL CND Tippi 
Hedren Nail Scholarship Fund, which has raised $250,000 to-date along with $150,000 in Advanced 
Scholarships for active and licensed Nail Professionals.  
 


